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Orono seeks answers
Off-campus violence topic of town meeting
By Kristin Saunders
Staff Reporter
The Orono Town Council
held a special meeting
Thursday evening for the public to voice their concerns following the assault of Michael
Curtis early Sunday morning,
Sept. 22. The town council
was joined by representatives
from the University of Maine,
the fire chief, police chief and
code enforcement officer to
answer concerns of Orono residents and students of the university.
The incident occurred when
Curtis attempted to quiet a 3
a.m. party across the street
from his Pond Street residence. Curtis was jumped by
unidentified individuals and

suffered a broken nose, two
black eyes and several bruises.
Curtis received a warm
welcome with applause from
the crowd. He began the
evening by addressing those in
The victim
attendance.
described the events that
occurred the night he was
assaulted. Being from a big
city, he said he likes the students that live around him,
adding that he enjoys when
they play guitar and basketball.
Curtis told the crowd about
students who have contacted
him and visited him at his
home. He described the students as "great people."
But Curtis said that when
his bed shakes from noise that
there must be some noise vio-

lations that can be addressed.
Curtis assured the crowed
that he didn't want to ban all
parties.
"I'm not saying we shut
down the parties for the students," Curtis said, "there is
not a lot to do around here."
Ryan White, a UMaine student and resident of Pond
Street, noted that Orono is a
college town and raised the
point that students move out
of the dorms so they have a
place to have a party.
"Do you think we are not
going to have parties?" White
asked.
White reassured the community members, "I just ask
you that you keep in mind that
Sae ORONO page 3
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Anna Strange is dressed in traditional Japanese attire by
members of the Japanese Student Association at Saturday's
Student Organizatios Fair, part of Family and Friends weekend.

Students show off to
family and friends
By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus
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Anti-war protesters rally in Bangor
By Angela Flandaca
Staff Reporter
A peaceful anti-war rally,
sponsored by the Peace and
Justice Center of Eastern Maine,
was held last Saturday at the
Margaret Chase Smith Federal
Building in downtown Bangor.
Over 100 protesters stood in
front of the Federal Building
with signs that read: "Give Peace

a Chance"; "One Earth One
People";"Attacking Iraq will not
end Terrorism"; and "Just Say
No to War."
During the rally people drove
by in cars, honking their horns
and yelling "God Bless America"
or giving the thumbs-up sig to
protestors. Among the American
flags and posters, a drum was
brought to the rally with the
words "One people, one Earth,

one heartbeat," written on it.
"That's my message about
unity," Peter Baldwin said about
his drum. "We are all one people."
Doug Allen, chairman of the
Philosophy Department at the
University of Maine and education coordinator of the Peace and
Justice Center, led the rally.
Sae Rally PaDa 4

Despite Friday's rain and
the possibility of it continuing
Saturday, the Black Bear faithful still came out in large numbers to Family and Friends
Weekend at the University of
Maine.
The three-day event gave
Family and Friends the chance
to see what life is like for their
loved one at UMaine.
On Friday, parents were
allowed to enter their child's
classroom and see what they
learned in the first four weeks
of school. Besides the cross
country meet against New
Hampshire, all the events on
Friday were held indoors, so
rain was not a factor.
One of the biggest events of
the weekend was the Student
Fundraising
Organizations
Fair at the Field House, where
students, parents and friends
could check out the various
organizations on campus.
These organizations included dormitories such as York
Hall, who gave out York

Peppermint Patties as part of
their promotion.
"We wanted to go with
something that stood out visually as well as content," freshman journalism major Michael
Hartwell said. "We were able
to get enough candy because
one of the Resident Assistants
had a big supply."
Public Safety combined
forces with Campus Walking
Companions for a table that
informed people of what both
programs do for the community at UMaine.
"It's a good opportunity for
people to meet us and for us to
meet them," said Lt. Alan D.
Stormann, who has served
with Public Safety for 21
years. "We hope that we are
accessible to the students. Our
office is always open 24 hours
a day and we are here to let
people know that we are active
in the community and that one
thing we want to do is create
partnerships that last a long
time."
An organization that started
Sae WEEKEND page 2
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WEEKEND from page 1
this year is the Japanese
Student Union. The group's
table had various items from
Japan ranging from magazines,
origami and kimonos. They
also wrote people's names in
Japanese.
"I think since we have a
small community of Japanese
students on campus we wanted
the people here to see what
Japan and Japanese culture
was all about," chairperson
Kiko Miura, a senior music
and international affairs major
said. "This was the first major
thing we have done as a group

and it's good being able to
influence those who are interested."
The goal of the event was
for organizations to raise
money as well as to educate
those on campus who may not
have heard of them.
"I am so impressed with the
energy that the student leaders
have had with all their
booths," Sheri Cousins, director of Student Organization
and Leader Development said.
"It's all about the organizations here on campus and their
members."

"Due to the fact it was raining, I feel that people did not
get a chance to see everything
that Maine is about," Cousins
said. "In the fall, it's so pretty
here but because of the fact it
could have rained Saturday, we
had to put everything indoors."
During the organization
fair, parents had the opportunity to meet the UMaine deans at
Donald P. Corbett Business
Building.
"We think that it is important for parents to know who
we are so if their son or
daughter needs to talk to any
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Girls
will be Girls?

one of us, they can place a
face with a name," Associate
Dean of Students Calli
Theisen Sanders said. "I think
that the interest here at
UMaine has really gone up
due to the number of students
who have enrolled here. Even
though the construction as
well as housing situation have
been difficult, it shows that
Maine is growing and that is
always a good thing."
Friends
and
Family
Weekend kicked off Friday
with open classroom hours all
day, giving parents the oppor-

tunity to sit in on their students' classes. Friday night
featured a performance by
acoustic rocker Christian
Hayes in the Stillwater Canal
Co. Pub.
Saturday featured the most
events of the weekend, with a
wide array of activities hosted
by many campus organizations. Among them were programs hosted by Maine
Bound, which included canoeing on the Stillwater River and
free wall climbing and demonstrations at the Adventure
Center.

Matthew Gallagher, son of Androscoggin R.D. Terry
Gallagher, tries his hand at frisbee decorating during the
Family and Friends weekend festivities on Saturday and
Sunday.

Congratulations
to our newest
sister....

Aggression,
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Body Image
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Thousands of students denied aid
Critics say student drug convictions law unfair, discriminates
By Jacquelyn Farwell
Copy Editor
College students and drug
reform advocates across the nation
have rallied against a provision in
the Higher Education Act of 1998
that bans students with drug convictions from receiving federal
financial aid.
The provision, which does not
include violent crime convictions,
was not enforced until the 20002001 school year and, according to
Department of Education data, has
denied aid to 86,898 students to
date.
Financial aid applications now
include a question regarding
whether the applicant has ever
been convicted of a drug-related
crime. A first offense possession
conviction makes the student ineligible for one year from the date of
the conviction,two years for a second offense.
Indefinite ineligibility results
from three or more possession
convictions. The provision is
tougher on drug sale convictions.
The amendment, sponsored by
Rep. Mark Souder (R-Ind.), was
originally misinterpreted and
denied aid to students with any
prior drug convictions, rather than
convictions occurring within the

However, she said, "I think it's
than being withheld from students
previous year.
wrong that we have such a
terribly
we
Souder has since sponsored a with prior offenses. However,
provision."
bill to clarify the provision, saying also need to explore more producCritics also argue that the proin the Journal Gazette that "no one tive deterrents to drug use," the
unfairly punishes lower
vision
who has ever committed a drug statement said.
Collins is not a co-sponsor of income applicants because they
crime in their life should be denied
are the ones who need federal
the bill to repeal the law,
a loan."
has cosponsored the bill, financial aid the most. According
Despite Souder's efforts to curb
the number of students affected by According to a statement from the to the American Civil Liberties
his amendment, many argue it office of Rep. Tom Allen (D- Union Web site, "If a student is
Maine), who has co-sponsored the convicted of a drug offense and her
should be repealed entirely.
bill, "Tom believes that creating family can afford to pay for col(D-Mass.)
Frank
Rep. Barney
lege, she will be unaffected by the
that.
just
do
has sponsored a bill to
legislation while those who are
by
red
The bill has been co-sponso
allegedly in danger of being
more than 60 members of the
pushed to society's margins will
House of Representatives so far.
be able to get federal aid to
not
According to Congressman
themselves."
improve
Frank's office, "Someone who
are also unduly
Minorities
commits murder or armed robbery
to students
according
penalized,
is not automatically barred from
group
Policy
Drug
Sensible
a
for
financial aid eligibility, but if you
prothe
oppose
to
solely
organized
have even one non-violent drug
vision.
conviction you can't get any aid
"Since African Americans
for a year, with longer bans for
make up half of all people convictpeople with additional conviced of drug crimes, yet only repretions."
sent 13 percent of all drug users,
by
statement
a
to
According
it's evident that this regulation disoffenders
drug
former
to
(R-Maine)
obstacles
Sen. Susan Collins's
proportionately punishes tninoricounis
themselves
supports
rehabilitate
to
office, the senator
Shawn Heliar, the group's
ties,"
terproductive."
reforming the amendment.
director, said.
national
bill,
the
of
Allen is a co-sponser
"I believe that the current law
Your Voice Web site
Raise
The
Peggy Crawford, financial aid
places an obstacle in the way of
concern, stating,
similar
a
cites
some students who would benefit director at the University of
to believe that
reason
no
is
from an education. Higher educa- Maine, said the amendment has "There
racial impact
disproportionate
tion should be thought of as com- affected very few applicants to the the
won't
enforcement
of drug law
plementary to rehabilitation rather university,

"If they tell the
truth, they're not
going to get their
aid; but if they lie,
they are going
to get their aid.
It sets a terrible
example."

spread into the realm of higher
education via 'the drug provision]."
They also claim the provision
ignores campuses' major drug
problem — alcohol abuse.
A few private universities,
including Yale, have begun offering special aid to students who are
affected by the provision. The student government at Bates College,
among many others nationally, has
endorsed a resolution calling for a
repeal.
There is no federal database of
drug offenders, which some say
encourages applicants to lie about
drug convictions.
"If they tell the truth, they're
not going to get their aid; but if
they lie, they are going to get their
aid. It sets a terrible example,"
Hellar said.
Since over 10 million applications are received annually, random
audits remain the only method for
checking the accuracy of responses.
During the Clinton administration, hundreds of thousands of students that simply did not answer
the question were awarded aid,
despite the law. According to the
Associated Press, a backlog
occurred when nearly one million
applicants skipped the question,
leading to the oversight.

ORONO from page 1
this is not the majority of people at my school."
Student Government Vice
President Matthew 0. Gagnon
spoke, asking to make the
meeting a time to come to a
solution to the problems that
the community had been raising.
"A responsible person
needs to be on-site so parties
don't get out of hand," Town
Councilor Lianne Harris said.
Orono Town Councilor
John Bradson suggested that
the town develop a sound pol-

icy to tell the community what
the town plans to address the
situation.
"What happened to Michael
could happen to any of us,"
Bradson said. "This is not an
isolated incident."
Gerry
Manger
Town
Kempen noted some problems
that needed to be resolved. He
said a criminal act occurred
that needed to be addressed
and that some short-and longterm solutions needed to be
looked into. Kempen said the
Orono Police Department

would add two more patrolmen on Friday nights and
three on Saturday nights.
UMaine President Peter S.
Hoff addressed the community
members during the four-hour
meeting and said that he, too,
was a member of the community and related to the Orono
residents' party headaches.
The president noted that he
lives across the street from
"fraternity row."
"As a citizen of this community, I am outraged by what
took place." Hoff said. "I can-

CAMPUS PHOTO • ANNA-MARIA EASI EY
Michael Curtis speaks before members of the Orono Town Council at the standing room
only meeting regarding his assalt on Saturday, Sept. 21. This special meeting was held
Thursday, Sept. 26 at 7 p.m. in the Orono Town Hall.

who lives on North Main
not find it anyplace in my
described his living sitthing
a
Street,
such
accept
to
heart
to
commuuation the community memshould happen in our
like
bers and the board. Spann and
nity or any community
his roommates just had a winours."
"I want to be sure that you dow repaired that took a long
know that the university takes time to fix and they currently
these deplorable actions very have no front door. The audiseriously," Hoff said. "We ence was also shocked when
will bring to fair the discipli- he told how much his rent is.
"The conditions we live in
nary actions of our university
on any students who are iden- just suck," Spann said.
Sean Wasson, town countified as wrongdoers."
When the floor was opened cilor and a 1989 UMaine
to the community members in alumnus, told Spann that he
attendance, a mix of UMaine and his roommates did not
students and full-time Orono have to live in such conditions.
residents spoke.
"You don't have to deal
Parties were not the only
subject brought up in the heat- with this," Wasson said. "As a
ed discussion. The high rates renter you have rights."
"Despite the negative tone,
of speed at which students driveand the landlords of apart- we are your friends," Wasson
ment buildings that have code said. "You're being treated
violations also were dis- unfairly, and we can help
you."
cussed.
Students asked the resiCurtis voiced his concern
,of
of Orono to be open to
dents
conditions
for the living
being
miny
friends with students in
that
students and noted
and
shape
their
neighborhoods.
houses are out of
Alice Smith, an Orono resimay have code violations.
"These buildings are left in dent of Forrest Avenue agreed.
dangerous condition," Curtis She told the community about
how she offers brownies to her
said.
Council members were neighbors and has barbecues
given an opportunity to make with students at her house.
"If you offer the students a
a statement following Curtis's
pan of brownies, they may
address.
"We have a lot to be con- think twice before they defecerned about," Orono Town cate on your lawn," Smith
Councilor Stan Borodko said. said.
Nick Spann, a UMaine student
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Filmmaker tells about Iraqi life
By Catherine Tiller
Staff Reporter
Independent filmmaker Tom
Jackson came to speak Thursday as
the first in the Socialist Marxist lecture series. The subject of his lecture
was Iraq.
Jackson went to Vermont Law
School during the Gulf War, when he
first began to think about Iraq.
"I was very much against the
Gulf War," he said, believing that the
only reason the United States was
there was for control of the oil
reserves.
After he'd spent some time working in the legal field, and then as a
technical writer, he heard about the
Clinton administration's plans to
begin bombing Iraq in 1997. He
began attending protests and demonstrations. It was there that Jackson
realized the war had never really
ended for the Iraqi civilian population.
In 1998 Jackson went to Iraq with
the volunteer group Voices in the
Wilderness. He saw the devastation

of hospitals and the decline of the
middle class into absolute poverty.
These were only some of the effects
of the U.S. economic sanctions.
"It was really a life-changing
experience. I really wanted to do fulltime work against the economic
sanctions," he said. In order to do
Jackson
that,
decided to make a
film.
work,
His
"Greetings from
Missile Street,"
was finished in
2001. It has been
shown at many
independent film
festivals as well as
on cable, and is
being considered by PBS, though
they've said it's probably too controversial.
After telling the audience his
background, Jackson went on to discuss different aspects of the Iraqi situation.
One of his first points was that
Iraqis make an important distinction

that Americans don't. In general, he
said, Americans don't distinguish the
Iraqi people from Saddam Hussein.
In contrast,Jackson's experience was
that the Iraqis blame the U.S. government, especially its role in the
United Nations Security Council,for
their situation, but not the American

emphasizing U.S. responsibility for
the impoverishment ofIraqi civilians

people.
The United States has effectively
blocked $4 billion intended for
humanitarian projects like rebuilding
hospitals and the water and sewage
systems.
"Twenty-five percent of Iraqi
children under the age of 12 suffer
from malnutrition," Jackson said,

One of the questions facing
Americans is whether or not we are
going to go to war with Iraq. For the
Iraqi civilians, Jackson said "there is
no question in their minds," it is only
an issue of
when.
Jackson
said living
under that
kind of daily
threat goes
against international law.
He said that
on the subject of the
war, the United States simply isn't
hearing the international voices of
dissent.
People are speaking out against
the war, even the ex-leader of Iraq.
They argue that it will create great
instability in the region,causing multiple civil wars.
Some critics in the U.S. don't go

edge of calamitous war ... What
is clear, is he's driving to endanger the country and the world."
Allen claimed the Bush
administration tells American
citizens "you're either with us or
you're with the terrorists."
The center's education coordinator suggests, "We are the
people concerned with freedom.
We are the people concerned
with human rights. Bush is the
enemy. Bush is the arm of terror.
We do not support terrorists as
Washington does. In fact, we
need to change our dominant
power."

Most participants attended the
rally to prove that there is another side to think about when considering this war.
"There are people out there
that don't agree with what the
administration is doing and not
everyone believes we should
invade Iraq," said Meaghan
Dubois, a senior sustainable agriculture major. "A lot of people
are being silenced."
Some participants disagree
with wars in general and attended the rally to make that known.
"Any war has absolutely
nothing to do with saving human

LECTURE
corner

quite so far, but simply argue the economic angle, estimating that the
"regime change" alone will cost $50
to $100 billion.
Jackson asks why we aren't hearing any dissent against the present
policy in the mainstream media. The
last two U.S. representatives to the
U.N.S.C. resigned out of protest
against the sanctions. One had been
working within the U.N. for over 34
years. His replacement, who was
"hand-picked" to support the sanctions on the Security Council,
resigned after only a year of seeing
the effects in Iraq.
According to UNICEF, these
sanctions have killed over one million Iraqis. Some people are calling
it genocide, Jackson said.
"Why," Jackson asked repeatedly,"aren't we hearing these voices?"
Jackson concluded his lecture by
suggesting options for people to help.
"Write to your representatives,"
he said, and encouraged people
abroad to stand up to U.S.hegemony.
"We have a lot of work ahead of
us but I think we're up to it," he said.

RALLY from page 1
"This is impressive, this is
really incredible. If I were
George Bush and I looked out at
tl is energetic and creative group,
I would just change my polic 's," he said in his opening
s tement.
Participants gathered in
,ponse to a congressional joint
i solution that would, according
to a press release, authorize the
use of U.S. armed forces against
Iraq. The resolution will be
voted on by Congress within the
next few weeks.
The resolution states: "The
President is authorized to use all

means that he determines to be
appropriate, including force, to
enforce the United Nations
Security Council Resolutions
referenced, defend the national
security interests of the United
States against the threat posed by
Iraq, and restore international
peace and security to the region,"
according to Move0n.org.
In his opening speech, rally
participant Dennis Chinay said,
"Our country and our election
debates have been hijacked. We
find ourselves in the backseat of
a car with George Bush at the
wheel, careening towards a cliff

CAMPUS PHOTO • CAITLIN HOLMAN
front
of
the
Bangor
this
past
Federal
Saturday.
in
Iraq
Building
in
Protestors speak out against war on

lives. Most bloodshed is in the
name of money and power," said
Melissa Calhoun of Georgia.
Others agreed with Calhoun,
stating that if the U.S. goes to
war with Iraq it may only be a

coverup of other issues in the
U.S., such as the economy.
Two Vietnam veterans attended the rally carrying signs that
read "Another Veteran Says 'No'
to War."
"Vietnam wasn't worth the
loss of one American life,"
Marine combat veteran, Ray
Therber said.
"I've seen [war] firsthand and
I wouldn't wish it on anyone,"
Ron Warner, also a Marine combat veteran, of Bangor said.
"We're for peace and we're for
brotherhood of man. We are not
for war in Iraq."
Many participants argued that
the American people are being
misinformed about what's really
occurring with Iraq.
"It's a shame, because people
don't really know what's going
on," Black said. "I think if people really knew what's not being
told then nobody would be supporting this war."
Allen encouraged citizens to
get involved at whatever level
possible either by calling or writing to state representatives and
members of Congress.
"Even if your time is minimal,
your participation is necessary,"
Allen said.
Students on campus who wish
to get involved with anti-war
efforts may contact the Maine
Peace Action Committee on
campus by e-mailing Doug Allen
via FirstClass. MPAC meets
every Tuesday at 4 p.m. in The
Maples.
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RAs head
1:11-1
University of Maine Resident Assistants
travel to Mexico for conference

By Bryan Matluk
For The Maine Campus

CAMPUS PHOTOS • BRYAN MAI I UK
Top: RAs Melissa Curtis and Michelle Gayne from
Balentine and York Halls respectively, ask Dean Angel
Loredo a question about Mexican pottery.
Middle: RAs from each visiting school stand outside the
main building of Monterrey Tech's campus. The mural on
the face of the building was designed by Jorge Gonzalez
Camarena and describes the triumph of good over evil.
Bottom: Dean Loredo and RA Sarah Beasley of UMaine discuss how to handle specific multicultural issues with RAs
from Knox College, UT Austin and Texas A&M during a
presentation by RAs from Moneterrey Tech.

Every now and again in
everyone's life, an opportunity to
remove yourself from the comforts of your culture and home
comes along that cannot be neglected. Such an opportunity was
seized by a small group of
Resident Assistants here on campus. We call ourselves the RA
Multicultural Ambassadors.
The group, started in January
by Barbara Smith and Associate
Students
and
of
Dean
Life
Angel
Loredo,
Community
initially provided a way for interested RAs to receive extra training in multicultural issues. After
the first training session, several
of the RAs solidified the group
and continued the training.
In April, Loredo presented the
RAs of the group with the opportunity to travel to a convention at
Monterrey Tech. in Monterrey,
Mexico. The group accepted the
invitation and made plans to
attend the convention. Last
Wednesday, Sept. 18, we landed

in Monterrey and began the cultural experience of a lifetime.
Our group, including myself,
six RAs, Dean Loredo and
Barbara Smith, were greeted at
the Monterrey airport by another
group of RAs from Knox
College in Illinois and a few
members of the Monterrey Tech.
Residence Life staff.
We were then driven to the
school where we met a few of
MT's RAs that we would be
staying with. We shook hands
and kissed cheeks - as is the
wonderful custom - and were
rushed off to our rooms.
The first night ended up being
quite stressful — trying to
become comfortable with other
college students from other parts
of the nation, let alone in a foreign country where few of us
spoke the language.
On top of that, most of our
group went to the opening night
of "Expotec," an annual event at
MT where students from each of
the 33 Mexican states present
aspects of their culture in various
forms. The opening night of a

huge event at a university in
Mexico meant chaos for our
weary group of unknowing RAs.
The following days were
filled with little sleep. We took a
tour of the school, did general
sightseeing and watched presentations by most of the five participating schools.
The most rewarding experience for most people was the
interpersonal contact between
the RAs. We discussed differences in our styles, our reasons
for performing the job and our
general thoughts on cultural differences. Interestingly enough,
during our presentation, an RA
from Knox College, considering
her own white, middle-class
background, asked what her culture was. This sparked a long discussion that centered around sectionalism in the United States,
juxtaposed with our new experiences as minorities.
Looking back, the trip was a
wonderful way to experience
other cultures and learn about
one's own culture by removing
oneself from it.

SOAP Box
With the allegations of Paris
Minor and Stefan Gomes being
accused of sexual assault, the
student body at UMaine is left
to wonder whether or not the
Code
Student
Conduct
Committee made the right decision by suspending both football players from the university.
How could anyone say that
the university made a rash decision, after spending more than a
month investigating the case?
The SCCC is set up to be used
in cases similar to the one
involving Minor and Gomes.
The SCCC acted in the best
interest of UMaine students and
for that, they should be commended.
Without exception, sexual
abuse allegations should always
be taken into account by the
SCCC in making a decision that
would impact the entire
UMaine campus. As is, the code
is set up to protect students, and
this committee acted with the
utmost precision and with the
safety of the UMaine community in mind.
This incident also brings to
mind the question of whether or
not student-athletes should be
held to a higher standard than
the average student at UMaine.
The judicial bodies involved,
whether they be the SCCC or
the U.S. District Court of
Bangor, should place no weight
on the fact that the individuals
involved are athletes. Athletes
should not be treated any differently or any more harshly than
other students in legal matters.
However, it is of great
importance that athletes on this
campus always be conscious of
the fact that no matter what,
they always will be under the
microscope. As representatives
of the student body, every
action they take will be scrutinized to a higher degree than
those of their peers.
While it may not necessarily
be fair, it is a way of life that
notable athletes are held to a
higher standard than the general
public, whether they are college
or professional athletes.

www.mainecampus.com
Letters
Letters to the editor should be no
longer than 300 words in length and
should include the author's name,
address, academic major or job title and
phone number or email address. The
Maine Campus reserves the right to edit

ri

or email:
opinion CO mainecampus.com
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To drink or not to drink
It's not a question
I am not a big drinker. For
some, that might be interpreted
as drinking on Thursdays and
Fridays but not on Saturdays. So,
allow me to be more specific.
I don't drink at all. Of course I
have before and I'm sure I will
again at some point or another,
but for all intents and purposes, I
detest alcohol.
If you haven't gone into shock
from reading the last statement
you may continue reading.
Before I came to college, I realized there would be a point when
my feelings on the subject would
become a problem. College students drink, it's not a big secret,
and I was sure that if! didn't take
part I would essentially be alienating myself from the social

SPORTS EDITOR
aspect of college life.
Being a strong-willed person,
I didn't give in to any peer pressure to drink, and it turns out I
was right about the whole alienation thing.
It didn't take long for every
student in my dorm to label me
"the kid who doesn't drink." I
was likable enough, but without
that common ground people just
stopped asking me to hang out
altogether. I guess they figured I

would be uncomfortable in an
alcohol-soaked environment, but
that was never the case.
But, allow me to back up a
bit. The reason I don't drink is a
personal one and truthfully, it's
nobody's damn business. The
only relevance is that I do have a
legitimate reason, however hard
that is to believe for others who
don't share my sentiment.
However, even without this
historical aversion to alcohol, I
still don't think drinking would
appeal to me. Allow me to elaborate as to why.
Stop me if you have heard
this story before. "You won't
believe what I did last night, I
was s0000 drunk..." Or how
See DRINK page 7

Letters to the Editor
•College drinking policy
The University has become
too invasive in the recently
enacted policies regarding
underage drinking. The policy
of notifying parents is the
wrong approach. These people
caught drinking underage are,
in fact, adults. The legal system does not notify parents
when people commit crimes

The
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— why should the university
be any different? Students
come to college to learn how
to become adults and be
responsible.
How does the university
expect to turn out responsible
adults, ready for the labor
force, when they go above the
students' heads, and treat
them not as adults, but as little

children? If there is a drinking
problem on campus then
another solution needs to be
found because acting as Big
Brother will not be tolerated.
How else are people going to
stand up and take responsibility for their actions if mom
and dad keep getting called?
Please, start treating us, the
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You know, my whole life, and
probably yours too, I've been
told that getting a good education was the only way to succeed
in life. From grade school up
through college I've been hearing the same thing: education is
the way to go.
Well, I'm here to say, "don't
believe the hype."
I've come to the conclusion
that college is for suckers. I
mean, for Christ's sake, when
college is all said and done this
place will have a quarter of my
god damn life! What started out
as UMaine, has now turned into
Shawshank. I've sweat blood
and tears for this college and for
what? For a little diploma signed
by that dillweed Pete Hoff that
reads: Thanks for coming, now
get a real job you loser.
And the cash? I've shelled
out thousands of dollars for two
things: Jack and Shit. This
whole money thing is killing
me, $400 dollars here for
tuition, $200 dollars there for
books. It's like trying to support
gram's crack habit all over
again. I've racked up about 30
grand at this place. That 30
grand could've paid for 1,500
private dances at Diva's. Not
that I would know, because I
would never frequent such a
filthy place.
What it all comes down to is
that I've been constantly bent
over and ass-reamed by this university.
Folks, this semester I had to
pay $230 for a book about trees.
Are you kidding me? And people wonder why some sick bastard climbs a bell tower and
starts shooting his fellow college
classmates. It's because a book
about trees costs $230.
And then there's the people
that talk about all their memoSee LIES page 7
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Drink
about this one? "I may have
cheated on my boyfriend last
night but I just can't remember
what happened."
My point is this: Most every
student here at UMaine has done
something regretful as a direct
result of consuming alcohol.
Many of these incidences probably repeat themselves over and
over again because the average
drinker doesn't know any better.
I mean, how many times have
you heard someone say, "I'm
never going to drink like that
again," only to find them doing
that very thing the next weekend?
Take these examples: When
someone cheats on their partner,
alcohol usually is involved.
When you hear about date rape

Lies
ries. What memories? I can't
remember anything memorable
because I was too damn drunk.
All I have for memories are the
total
with
two pictures
strangers. In both pictures I'm
giving the thumbs up and my
left nut is peeking out of my
pants. Doing 13 shots of
Jagermeister and exposing a
testicle: Priceless.
Not to mention I never have
been laid here. I thought college
women were supposed to be
drunk and easy, hell, it even said
so in the brochure. I came here
expecting to be the "college
stud", but I somehow turned into
the "nice fat kid that is just a
good friend."
Honestly, I think way too
much pressure is put on people
to go to college. People make it
sound as if college is magic and
once you graduate, the world is

Letters
student body, as adults and not
like the children you keep
treating us as.
Neil Schloesser
Senior philosphy major
•A moment of clarity
This letter is to provide a
brief pause for all who read it.
I want to provide a moment of
refreshment in the storm of
opinion. I will not make generalizations about groups of
people which I find offensive.
I will not tear apart political
policies. I will not capitalize
the word not.
Let me be, in these few sentences, your open gas island at
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from page 6
or sexual assault it often comes
as no surprise that the victims,
and often the rapists, are under
the influence.
Many serious and even fatal
car accidents come at the hands
of a drunk driver. I'm sure everyone knows someone who was
either injured or killed in this
kind of crash.
Maybe it's just me. Maybe I
am uptight and a tad bit too conservative. I have friends who say
I sacrifice fun at the expense of
abstaining from alcohol. I will
wear all of these labels, because
it is something I believe in.
Besides, I get all the fun I
need from the ounce of weed I
smoke every day.
Eric Russell is a senior
journalism major.

from page 6
your oyster. Yeah right. After I
get out of here my diploma will
be lucky to land me a job at
Denny's.
No, if I had to do it all over
again, I'd be slinging crack
back on the streets of Milo,
cruising in my Caravan, and
hanging out at my girlfriend's
trailer waiting for her to get
home from the graveyard shift
at Dysart's. I know my goals
aren't very lofty, but hey, the
world needs underachievers
too.
So, if any of you young high
school kids read this, take my
advice. Trade in your books for
a bong and trade your
Shakespeare for cheap beer.
And don't quit smoking that
crack ... because college isn't
all that it's cracked up to be.
Travis Cowing is extremely
bitter.

from page 6
the convenience store, your
clear express line, your ray of
sunshine, etc.
I will make a short and
slightly sad digression to say
that I was sorry to hear about
Big Soda. If you are wondering what the point is here, it is
nothing short of a ploy to fill a
small section of the Maine
Campus with a completely
calm and neutral piece of writing. How about a joke: "Why
did the chicken cross the road?
To avoid an impending social
conflict." Thanks for listening.
Paul E.Smitherman
Engineering physics major

Groupwork in college
Does not play well with slackers
In life there are usually two
types of people: football people or
MARSHALL
baseball people, IBM people or
DURY
Macintosh people, hot dog people
or hamburger people. Like anything else in life, groupwork falls
into this category: there are those of
OPINION EDITOR
us who can maturely tolerate it and
I don't like depending on peothose of us who cannot. As any
am
I
I don't even know. Can't there
ple
infer,
would
intelligent person
a
be prerequisite for group-work?
in the latter category.
As I see it, a seemingly simple A mandatory "get to know you
assignment can be drawn out into coffee/tea meeting." Ideally, at this
a three-week ordeal of confusion meeting, the group members
and disorder in a matter of would be permitted to kick, at
moments with the idea of group- most, two people from the group
work. Now, my experiences in the for their lack of planning and stupast with groupwork,for the most diousness. These students are usupart, have been all positive. My ally easy to pick out. You could
group does a great job and we get even film the voting process, and
a more than satisfactory grade. turn it into another cheesy Fox
With that said, we can proceed show.
Despite what your gut is telling
knowing that I am not holding
I'm not dumb. I completely
you,
groupwork.
for
contempt
why professors and
the
understand
when
But it's that moment
have their stusylassistants
teaching
teacher is going through the
— it's
groupwork
labus and says, "And later in the dents take part in
semester you'll be given a chance real life experience. I understand
to do your group-project." Yeah, that in the real world I won't be
the grading is usually a bit more permitted to work in a microcosm
lenient and it gives everyone a of constant efficiency and order.
chance to spice things up a bit in I'll be forced to work with the same
class. But I can't take it — I'm too people I don't like working with in
freaking anal. And what's with the college.
But why place that burden on us
language "given a chance." I do not
find group work to be any sort of college students now? Why not
chance for anything except to make prolong the inevitable?
Have you ever heard of anyone
my life just more stressful.

who said, "Man, that groupwork
was awesome! I got so much out of
it and better yet, it was fun!" I didn't think so.
The sad part of this classroom
diagnosis is where the blame falls:
on the students. It's not the teacher,
it has nothing to do with the department you're majoring in, or the
assignments you're given. It is the
one or two students who want to
get their share of the work done
with as little effort as possible.
I have no problem with speediness in groupwork. I do have a
problem with people who you want
to by pass my grade so they can
play another game of HALO on
Xbox. Or how about another
akward pause during our presentation because one of my group
members wanted to talk to their
special someone for just a little bit
longer? If you don't want to work,
drop out of college. Things aren't
going to get easier as you go.
Groupwork is exactly what it
says: work that is done in a group.
Yeah, it sucks and it can be painful
to coordinate everyone's schedules. Your alternative, though, is to
leave things to chance and hope
someone else does the work. If
you're nodding your head in agreement to my last statement, I hope I
never work with you in class.
Marshall Duty is a junior
journalism major

Fast food law suits
You've got to be kidding me
Two teenagers are accusing
McDonalds of "luring" them in to
eating. This,ofcourse,isn't the first
case of its type that has been seen in
the news media. Only a few weeks
ago, a man sued McDonalds,
Burger King, Wendy's and KFC.
These have got to be the silliest
cases I've seen in a long time.
One of the two suing teenagers
is five-feet-nine-inches and 270
pounds; the other is five-feet-threeinches and 200 pounds. First things
first: Where were the parents when
these two kids kept going to
McDonalds? According to Fox
News, they went several times a
week. Parenting involves watching
all aspects of a kid's life, not just a
few. Unless these kids had great
jobs, they had to have gotten the
money from somewhere — one
can bet it was from mom and dad.
Fox News states that both of the
teenagers and their parents did not
know how much fat was in each
burger. Well, depending how
young these teenagers were, they
may or may not have known about
fat content, but I can bet their parents did. Anyone with common
sense knows that there is a high
amount of fat in McDonalds food.
Consumers may not know the exact
amount ofcalories, but we all know
that having four or five burgers a

post their nutritional value and that
certainly are not hiding it from
they
BRYNN
I am unable to see the
customers.
LARY
need for this at all. You can't say
restauFOR THE MAINE CAMPUS that a consumer goes into athat
the
know
not
does
rant and
caloin
high
and
week is probably going overboard. food is fattening
Instead of blaming McDonalds for ries. I'm at a loss to see where
their kid's obesity, these parents McDonalds is hiding information
should be blaming themselves for or lying to the public. McDonalds
not doing a betterjob of monitoring doesn't say on their commercials
that one should buy their food
their children's diets.
What about the other suit that because it's low-fat. Rather, they
had previously been filed? Trust say the food is delicious.
Someone should ask one of
me, it is equally ridiculous. The
these
diet-challenged people who
Caesar
named
is
head plaintiff
them into these places. Did
forced
fast
it's
that
says
Barber and he
make them eat a container
someone
grown
food's fault that he has
french
of
fries? Don't they see that
five
overweight eating four or
buy a salad instead of
can
hamburgers a week. Imagine a you
grown man suing fast food restau- another greasy burger? These are
rants because he can't stop him- people who do not want to accept
self from buying burgers or the blame for being overweight.
french fries. Samuel Hirsch, the Instead,they want to point the finger
lawyer who is bringing the case to at someone else.
People need to wake up and
court says that fast food restauthat no one is shoving food
realize
nutritional
the
post
to
need
rants
to
consumers
down
throat. It is a person's
their
for
food
value of the
as to where and
own
reasonability
see.
they
eat. Buy a salad instead
"You don't need nicotine or an what
illegal drug to create an addiction, of supersizing your order. Better
you're creating a craving. I think yet, stay home and stop wasting
we'll find that the fast-food indus- your time filing these ridiculous
try has not been totally up front suits.
litynn Lary is a senior English
with the consumers," Hirsch said.
McDonalds says that they do major
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TONIGHT: Scrabble Tournament,8 p.m.
Memorial Union

E

Wed 10/2: Scrap Arts Music in concert, 7
p.m. Maine Center for the Arts.

Ice Shots:
A swig of
ingenuity
•

By Diana McElwain
Staff Reporter

CAMPUS PHOTO • LAURA MADDOCK
Christian Hayes plays to a crowd of students at the Stillwater Canal Co. Pub on Friday.

Christian Hayes wins over crowd
Acoustic act displays originality, delivers big
By Alex Lehning
Staff Reporter
Acoustic rock, political commentary, old-school hip hop and
Sublime to boot. Students were
treated to all this and more Friday
night when the Campus Activities
Board presented the "Maine Event"
— local singer/songwriter Christian
Hayes.
After apologizing for being late
due to the weather, Hayes launched
into an hour-long set that bombarded students with passionate guitar
playing, sweet pop hooks and
earnest and insightful vocals.
Despite similarities to Dave
Matthews in Hayes'stage presence,
the thing that mattered most — his
songs — stood soundly on their

own.
Hayes hit early with some of his
best material. "Save Me" is a soft
and mellow ballad about love and
life. The sweet guitar was fuiely
accented by Hayes'plaintive vocals.
"Amazing Grace" was not, as
Hayes pointed out, the version that
we are all used to. Pounding out a
three-chord verse, Hayes bombarded listeners with a stinging criticism
of a government guilt that betrays
our trust.
"Faded" was another smooth
piece, complete with outstanding,
percussive guitar playing and moving lyrics.
The heartwarming love song
"Amanda" was full of feeling, and
Hayes'straining voice made it clear
that the inspiration for this song was

personal. The audience seemed surprised, but appreciative, of the
Sublime cover "What I Got."
Hayes' set foamed with superb
musicianship. He even took a turn
behind a drum kit for one song, but
his light yet melodic guitar drove
the rest of his well-crafted songs. He
segued smoothly from songwriter to
political philosopher and back.
According to Hayes, his songs
are carefully written about one central theme: people. His songs are
about personal relationships, love,
politics and taking a stance on
issues.
"I consider myself a voice," said
Hayes."Music for me is having an
outlet. I like to reach people."
Hayes said that at times he has
questioned the validity of music as a

personal outlet, but said that he feels
best when shows have an effect on
people.
Hayes says the best part of touring is getting off the ground,gaining
experience and having fun. Hayes,
who began playing small acoustic
shows five years ago,now tours colleges and communities across the
Northeast. Currently, he is taking
time to work on some new material
and is doing some studio recording
with percussionist Dave End.
Fortunately for UMaine students, Hayes' voice didn't disapnight.
Friday
on
point
lyriand
musical
his
Showcasing
Hayes
Christian
cal talents,
proved to others, and himself,
that his songs do have a positive
effect on people.

Ska- driven acts erupt in Augusta
By Christopher
Gorman
For The Maine Campus
The general consensus among
music critics and the general
populous is that ska died a
hideous death back in 1998,
never to be heard from again.

However, for the fans at
Augusta's "The Edge," ska is
alive like never before.
On Friday, Sept. 27, four
bands descended on the small
venue to bring ska to the people.
The average age at the show was
about 14 — to be expected at a
teen center doubling as a concert

venue.
The small size of the venue
and its brick walls gave the Edge
a real unique atmosphere that
seemed almost perfect for a punk
show. Aside from an abundance
of 6th graders, a power-starved
bouncer and the rather putrid
men's room, this is quite possi-

bly one of the most enjoyable
venues in Maine.
First on the bill were the
Bottle Rocket Kings, who have
undergone a huge change in their
sound. Formerly an upbeat ska
band with a horn section, the
Kings have dropped the brass
See SKA on page 10

Sometimes you just have to
take one for the team. In this
particular case, the team consists of the entire UMaine student body, and what is being
taken for said team is not one,
but several Arctic Iceshots.
This new drink claims to be
perfect for those who cannot
bear the harsh bite of a strait
shooter. The shot's promoters
ask consumers to sit back, and
imagine taking a shot of your
favorite liquor. Now, imagine
the glass you just drank out of
was made from your favorite
juice, mixer or gelatin.
Voila — the first edible shot
glass.
Bent on starting a hip new
trend for 2002, Artic Iceshot is
a plastic cup with a top
designed to mold its liquid contents into the shape of a shot
glass.
Upon discovering this new
product, I decided that it was
my duty to not only inform the
student body about this innovation, but to let them know if it
was really as good as it sounded. However,for a product that
aims to start a trend, the actual
shot glass molds are very hard
to find. Upon contacting its distributors, I was informed that
Iceshots are currently not available in central Maine.
So with a deadline in mind, I
decided to take matters into my
own hands and got down to the
business of creating my very
own "Iceshots."
I began by securing small
cups to the rim of larger ones
with tape, creating a mold.
Then, I poured three types of
liquids into these molds. I used
Diet Coke, cranberry juice and
mixed berry JELL-O. And then
came the two-hour freezing
period which, believe me, felt
like much longer.
I decided to shoot the JELL0 cup first. The smell was
inviting and prompted me to
drink the certain "beverage"
that we would use to fill all of
the cups. It was rough, but the
cup proved to be a nice reward,
although in my hesitation the
cup began to melt in my hand.
Also, while it provided a nice
See SHOT on page 11
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TGIF Jazz Series showcases local talent
Weekly event brings a soft, soothing finale to hectic schedules
By Alex LehnIng
Staff Reporter
Students stopping in for
lunch at Memorial Union on
Friday were treated to some big
jazz sounds. Most would have
been surprised to see that the
mellow music was produced by
just two sets of hands — those
of pianist and soprano saxophonist Karel and Terry Lidral.
The duo covered a wide
array of styles during their
hour-long set, from Duke
Ellington to an original titled
"Rick's Blues," a tune about the
Lidral's dog, who did not appreciate them leaving him home
alone when they were at gigs.

"Jazz is a creative
medium, it's
always fresh and
unlimited"
Despite the hustle and bustle
of the lunchtime crowd, the corner of Union Central had an
intimate atmosphere about it.
Most of the audience stayed
huddled together on the comfy
couches and chairs, eating or
The "Thank
studying.
Goodness It's Friday" attitude
was definitely evident in the
students, whose eyes and ears
were continually drawn to the
relaxing sounds of the Lidral
Duo. Between sips of Tab and
several promotional discourses
on the benefits of the soda, the
two showcased their smooth
talents with the rock-solid jazz
standard piano and a melodic
and soothing soprano saxophone.
Karel Lidral, who is also
the director of jazz studies at
the University of Maine, has
been studying and performing
jazz music for over 35 years.

CAMPUS PHOTO • DENISE FARWELL
Friday.
Karel Lidral of the "Lidral Duo" plays the soprano sax in Memorial Union last
Arthur Lidral. The group usualHe has played and recorded the flute. The style is intended
each semester with a
with various stars in the world to encourage new musical ly begins
Series performance
of jazz, including The ideas by using such instru- TGIF Jazz
and expects to play the TGIF
Manhattan Transfer, Jeff ments.
"Jazz is a creative medium, Jazz Series again in the spring.
Stitley and Jack McDuff.
Those who are looking to
always fresh and unlimitit's
Lidral is a proponent of what
unwind at the end of the week
he refers to as "chamber jazz," ed," said Lidral.
need look no further. Whether you
peralso
Duo
Lidral
The
a style that focuses on less
are studying for an exam,catching
drummer
with
trio
prominent instruments, like forms as a

up on reading or eating lunch,
nothing makes a Friday mellow
more than some smooth jazz.
The TGIF Jazz Series occurs
Fridays in the corner of Union
Central from 12-1 p.m. Check out
the live music schedule at
http:/lwww.umaine.edu/campuseventsfor dates.

"TQII nw sonwthing gee

Go Maine!

miltab
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Members of UMaine's track team show off their school spirit Saturday at the Student
Organizational Fair before heading over to root for the women's soccer team.

Do you know of an upcoming event or a neato
person you'd like to see featured in the style section of the next Maine Campus? Drop your information by The Maine Campus office in the basement of the Memorial Union for Julio Houle or email Jason Houle on FirstClass.
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SKA from
page 8
completely and gone with a
straight ahead rock sound.
Grooving, soulful, with hints of
punk at times, the Bottle Rocket
Kings put on a good show,
though they failed to get the
majority of the crowd into their
sound.
Next up, the Skatistics, who,
like the Bottle Rocket Kings, are
local to Maine. After some technical difficulties, the band
launched into their punk-withhorns onslaught. The band, who
at first exuded a "just another
ska-punk band" aura, managed
to leave heads bobbing and feet
tapping. Plus they had the good
taste to cover 4 Non-Blondes,
"What's Up?" and Operation
System."
"Sound
Ivy's,
Basically, their music is a skapunk sound in the same vein as
Less Than Jake, Link 80 and a
multitude of others. Despite the
fact that it was derivative, there
is something endearing about an
unabashed ska-punk band. Once
the Skatistics find their sound
and refine it a little, they could be
a major force in the local scene.
After the Skatistics left the
stage, it wasn't long before Big
D and the Kids Table brought
their brand offrenetic ska-core to
the hungry fans. Big D brought
the most energy of any of the
bands, and they had the crowd
going insane. Big D is the perfect
band for a venue as up close and
intimate as the Edge. Being a
hugely popular band on the east
coast (they hail from Boston),
many in the crowd knew the
lyrics to their songs, and some
even jumped on stage to sing
along. The band touched on
songs from all of their albums
and EPs, including crowd

CAMPUS PHOTO • CHRISTOPHER GORMAN

Boston based band Big D and The Kids Table plays to a jam-packed venue at The Edge on Friday night. Other bands included The Bottle Rocket Kings, The Skatistics and The Pietasters, who headlined the show.
favorites like "Are You Just
Scared?" "Fatman," "She Won't
Ever Figure It Out" and
"Jeremy." It was clear from the
reaction to their set that Big D
and the Kids Table were the
highlight of the night. Their tight
horn section meshed well with
their furiously distorted guitar
and pounding rhythm section,
making them one of the top skapunk acts that can be ever witnessed in a live setting. Good
stuff.
Finally, it was time for The

from
hailing
Pietasters„
D.C.
Washington
Accompanying the standard ska
line up of guitar, bass, drums
and brass, the band also included a keyboard, a nice touch.
And with songs like "Wasted"
and "Drunken Master," one can
see why this band is definitely
better suited for a 21-plus club
setting, because The Pietasters
are definitely a band to have
pint to.
The band hit the stage in red,
white and blue mechanic's out-

MCA

fits. They opened with a song
that has closed out their set in the
past, the singabring "Maggie
Mae," with it's highly chantable
chorus: "Maggie Mae, bring us
another beer, we need another
beer to take away our troubles
here."
From that point on, the band
had the remaining crowd (many
filtered out after Big D finished
up) in the palm of their hand.
Much of their set was made up
of tunes from their new album
Turbo, including songs like
"Malmo," "Rachel" and the
"Drunken
aforementioned
Master." Unlike the previous
three bands, The Pietasters do
not rely on heavy distortion to

accompany their ska sound.
Instead they bring a very potent
mix of ska, reggae — they do a
wicked Bob Marley cover —
soul and R&B to the table. The
only real complaint with the
Pietasters' set was that at times,
the crowd could barely hear
vocalist,
distinctive
their
Stephen Jackson. However, this
was not the fault of the band,
which played a very polished
and enjoyable set of selfdescribed
"Motown-influenced" rock.
By the time their set was over,
the sweat-soaked crowd was
ready to go home, shower and
soak the dance-induced calluses
on their feet.
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OF THE month
Hellava Vamllava
Freeze: Vanilla Coca-Cola
Pour: Thrilla Vanilla Schnapps
Special instruction: Sometimes it is
necessary to stir out some of the carbonation before freezing.

from page 8

SHOT
aftertaste, it was too big and
cold to consume all at once.
Next, I opted for the cranberry juice cup. While it made a
lovely cup, it was simply not
thick enough. The cup could
not hold its contents and I
screamed as the poor dog licked
up the alcohol that dripped on
the floor. I roughed it out anyway, only to find that the taste
was not nearly strong enough to
make me feel better. I had to

11
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resort to a Tootsie Roll.
The Coke proved too watery
to form a sturdy cup, so I tried
another made of JELL-0. Not
even the mixed berry goodness
could save me this time.
While I continued to sample
the concoctions — in the name of
research of course — this is
where my notes mysteriously
ended. So, to learn more about
Arctic Iceshots or to order them
online, visit www.iceshots.com.

Marsalis leaves audience standing
Grammy Award-winner visits MCA with Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra
By Schuyler Dean
For The Maine Campus
At the Maine Center for the
Arts, Wynton Marsalis and the
Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra
gave a performance to an audience, young and old, Saturday
night.
Marsalis is a trumpeter who
has recorded more than 30 jazz
and classical recordings,
which have earned him nine
Grammy Awards in the last 20
years. The Artistic Director of
Jazz at Lincoln Center,
Marsalis claims he is devoted
to conducting educational programs for students of all ages.
LCJO is composed of trumpets, trombones, saxophones,
clarinets, a pianist, a stand up
bassist and a drummer, none of
whom play backup for the
prestigious Marsalis. Instead,

"Gloom Brought the Blues
On." Saxophonist Walter
Blanding Jr. played an amazing solo throughout the song
titled "Chinwasuri."
Other titles heard that night
were "Pursuance," by John
Coltrane, "Dreaming on a
Washboard" and "Symphony
in Riffs."
Marsalis ended the night
with "Hank's Symphony," featuring solos from just about
everyone in the band, in a
number that lasted for well
over 10 minutes. Marsalis left
the stage after the song ended,
leaving the crowd leaping
from their seats and cheering
only as often as was necessary. ecstatically. Real talent does
Some of the more breath- make its way to the University
taking solos came from the of Maine, and on Saturday
drummer, Herlin Riley, in night it was Wynton Marsalis
"Hank's Symphony," and and the Lincoln Center Jazz
bassist Carlos Henriquez in Orchestra.

each member took their role as
part of a band in producing
The humble
jazz music.
Marsalis said little more than
the name of the next song in
between numbers and soloed

"Marsalis left the
stage after the
song ended, leaving the crowd
leaping from their
seats and cheering ecstatically."

Ever) pets pick up bad habits Be respost

The Maine Campus recycles.
share it with a friend.
the .Maine CAniptiN
1
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GENERAL STUDENT SENATE and
OFF CAMPUS BOARD
OFFICER Elections
Timetable for all elections is two weeks and one day.
*Initial campaigning begins Wednesday, September 18th
*Elections will be held on Thursday, October 3rd. Election will run
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on the first floor of the Memorial Union,
Senate Seat Partitioning:

COLLEGE

# OF STUDENTS

ACE & Onward
Education & Human Development
College of Engineering
Natural Sciences, Forestry & Agriculture
Business, Public Policy & Health
Liberal Arts & Sciences
TOTAL UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

304
866
904
1017
1044
2238
6373

OFF CAMPUS BOARD POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
Questions? Contact Matthew Rodrigue, FEPC Chairman, on
First Class

# OF SENATORS
2
5
5
5
6
12
35

THE UNIVERSITY OF

MAINE
MENT INC.

STUDENT GOVERN
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Today's Horoscope
By Liz Jarrell
Staff Writer
P1.5a.-5-(2/ 18-3/ 19)

ViCTORES
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TA.U12.U.5-(4/20-5/ 19)
Got your eyes on a certain
friend but too afraid to follow
your feelings? Rumor has it
that this person might be seeing you in a different light as
well. Don't be afraid to make
your move and allow a
romance to blossom.
Lucky days: 9, 18, 26
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-E.KIIN11-(5/20-6/20)
Watch out for this new person who has stepped into your
life. Take things slowly and
don't rush into things. Rumor
has it this persons motives
may not be entirely pure ...
proceed with caution.
Lucky days: 5, 14, 22
CANC(7/21 -8/21)

Maine

Do you feel bad about how
things turned out with that ex
someone? This week, put the
pride aside, and don't be
afraid to call that person up.
He/she will appreciate your
efforts to reconcile.
Lucky days: 7, 23, 30
LIEN24.-(9/2 2- 10/2 2)
With all of the recent
boy/girl dilemmas that have
come about, don't let yourself
get down. After all, it's their
loss, not yours. Focus on your
friends and other social activities to get your mind off of
everything ... something will
come along when you least
expect it.
Lucky days: 4, 13, 25
5C012..P10-( 10/23-11/21)

-01,121:aMitlft/
WORAS Aar 0113
- UMI
VA

DO WE

AIZIL5-(3/20-4/ 19)
Not ready to tie down? Go
ahead and play the field. Let
the extra surge of confidence
youre feeling this week help
you get out and about and
meet those special gents and
ladies.
Lucky days: 12, 21, 29

-•„ . .- eo.

ItteeCtOtencnrAnA-x-efn

With the new school year
thoroughly underway, you
find yourself looking for a little bit of lovin'. Go ahead,
ask that special person you
have been thinking about.
Chances are you won't regret
it.
Lucky days: 3, 17, 24

V11240-(8/23-9/21)

mpus's Email Edition.

Get a(weLi
can
There's More to life than
reality TV and had pizz

So many love aspects, so
little time! Can't seem to
make a decision? Have fun,
cut loose, and don't feel the
need to get serious immediately. Allow yourself to experience all that is coming your
way.
Lucky days: 11, 19, 25

Someone new has just
stepped into your life!
You're still in the beginning
stages of getting to know this
person, but so far, things
seem to be going well. Just
take it slow and be sure not to
rush things.
Lucky days: 3, 11, 19
6ApTTA12.11_1.3-( 11/2212/20)
Things are a little shaky
with your special someone,
but don't let those get you
down on the relationship. You
have something really special
with this person, and he/she
knows it as well. Don't worry,
things are already on their way
to getting better.
Lucky days: 10, 23, 28
CAPIZIC012N-( 12/21 - 1 / 19)
You are faced with quite the
decision this week. Two people are interested in you ...
who do you choose? Get to
know each other individually
while being careful not to lead
the other one on.
Lucky days: 16, 21, 26

LLO-(7/2 2-8/22)

Regular Updates

Must See Features

Campus News.
Isn't It about time you
',ought something to
the conversation.

Movie Listings.
Go check out that new
flick before someone
tells you how it ends.

Daily Weather.
Now that you're going
out... Umbrella? Coat?
Flood gear?

Cash for Collage.
Sure,college life costs
money.We'll even help
you find scholarships.

Calendar.
Find something to do.
See what's going down
on and off campus

Daily Horoscope.
That's right, we know
what the future holds.
Pretty cool, huh?

for
Sign up online
Edition
our Email
plugged into
end gat
matters.
what realty

Sign up*tew at www_rnainecampus.com

Things are finally blossoming with that special someone,
and its about time too! This
new relationship is exactly
what you've been looking for.
Feel confident in the way
things are headed. It looks to
be a very promising future.
Lucky days: 12, 20, 24

AOLIA12.1U6-(1 /20-2/ 17)
Starting to question things
with that certain someone? Be
completely sure of your feelings before you make any hasty
decisions. You definitely don't
want to make any moves that
you might later regret.
Lucky days: 8, 24, 29
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SUSPENSIONS from page 16 /
and staff, voted to suspend the
players late last week after it
heard the details of an alleged
sexual assault of a female university student by Gomes and
Minor.
"First and foremost, the
reaction [from players and
coaches] was upsetting and
football
shocking," head
coach Jack Cosgrove said
Friday. "But I also have concern for these players because
of the impact this will have on
their lives."
The female student, who is
no longer enrolled at UMaine,
told police that on June 10 that
Minor and Gomes sexually
assaulted her at her Old Town
woman
The
apartment.
consensual
had
Minor
claimed
sexual intercourse with her
and then held her down
against her will so Gomes
could have sex with her,
according to the police report.
She was evaluated at a local
hospital and received a protection from abuse order against
both men; however, while the
case was investigated formally
by the Old Town Police
Department, no criminal
charges were filed.
"There was an off-campus
investigation first, which kept
them from playing the season
opener," Cosgrove said. "The
incident then followed a procedural track within the university that allowed them to
compete."
Gomes and Minor returned
to action following the Aug.
31 season opener while the
student conduct code committee conducted an investigation. The two, both starting
wide receivers, were allowed
to play up until Saturday's
game against the University of
Rhode Island.
Last Tuesday, the conduct
committee imposed the immediate suspension of Gomes
and Minor from the university,
their
ending
effectively
careers as members of the
Black Bear football team.
"In college sports, there are
always situations where you

lose players and we have guys
on the team who can replace
them," Cosgrove said. "Every
player on the team is aware of
their responsibility and they
know they will need to step
up. All my players understand
the microscope they are under,
and as a result, they should
have a high level of accountability,"
The UMaine football team
displayed the No. 8 and No. 9
jerseys of Gomes and Minor
behind its bench, signifying
the remaining players support
of their fallen teammates.
Richardson, the lawyer for
both players, filed for a temporary restraining order that
sought to allow Minor and
Gomes to return to school and
perhaps play in Saturday's
game, but U.S. District Court
Judge George Singal denied it.
The two have to right to a
final appeal to the university
regarding the suspension, but
it is likely President Hoff, not
another committee, will handle the appeal.
Richardson also has included in the lawsuit an allegation
claiming the university acted
with improper motive because
Gomes and Minor are AfricanAmerican.
In fact, James Varner, president of the Bangor chapter of
the NAACP, was present at the
hearing in support of the two
men.
"The NAACP is taking an
interest in this case and will be
helping to assure that these
men receive vindication,"
Richardson told Bangor Daily
News reporter Pete Warner.
The alleged racial implication stems from Richardson's
belief that the members of the
conduct code committee did
not have sufficient evidence to
support the subsequent suspension and from the overall
makeup of the committee.
Attorney Paul Chaiken of
the firm Rudman & Winchell
out of Bangor is representing
the university in the case and
has stood by the conduct code
committee's decision.

[SCOREBOARD]
FOOTBALL:
Saturday, Sept. 28 @ Morse Field
0 10 7 14 31
MAINE
Rhode Island 0 7 7 0-14
First Quarter
No scoring
Second Quarter
UM — John Gelsomino 1-yard
run (Mike Mellow kick), 4:53,
UM — Mellow 37-yard field
goal, 1:37.
URI — Jayson Davis 1-yard run
(Shaine Laisle kick), 0:33.
Third Quarter
URI — Davis 40-yard run (Laisle
kick), 13:43.
UM — Ryan Waller 10-yard pass
from Jake Eaton (Mellow kick).
4:04.
Fourth Quarter
UM — Dzigbodi Ababio 4-yard
pass from Eaton (Mellow kick),
12:10.
UM — Marcus Williams 39-yard
run (Mellow kick), 6:53.
URI
UM
28
18
Ficst Downs
Rushes-yards 53-294 41S-208
51
Passing yards 183
2-24
2-21
Return yards
Comp-Au-Int 16-24-2 4-14-0
7-48
Sacked-yards lost 1-5
3-36.0 7-42.0
Punts
3-1
2-1
Fumbles-lost
Penalties-yards 4-25 7-40
Time of possession 35:48 24:12

Individual Statistics
RUSHING — UM, Williams 25198, Eaton 14-52, Momah 7-31,
Gelsomino 3-10, Zyskowski 2-5.
URI, Davis 25-88, Ham 9-49,
Poitier 4-43, Lobdell 1-24, Williams
1-11, Miller 1-9, Green 4-(-16).
PASSING — UM,Eaton 16-24-2
183.
URI, Davis 4-13-0 51.
RECEIVING — UM,Pereira 6061,
Ryan Waller 4-61, Fusco 1-26,
Bulwith 1-12, Zyskowski 1-8,
McMahan 1-6, Nwosu 1-5, Ababio
1-4.
URI, Green 3-20, Miller 1-31.

UMA1NE
Marist College

4
0

UM goals: Crawford (2),
Hathom, Kaldro.
UM goalkeeper: Welsh (one
save).

FIELD HOCKEY:
Saturday, Sept. 28 @ Hamra
University
UMaine
HOFSTRA

2
0

UM goals: Ouellette, Johnstone.
UM goalkeeper: Smith (four
saves).

VOLLEYBALL:
Saturday, Sept. 28 @ Dartmouth
Invitational

CROSS COUNTRY:
22
UMaine
Harvard University 30

26
30

33
35
Saturday, Sept. 28 @ University
of New Hampshire

UM kills leader: Jordan (10).
UM digs leader: Guidinger (17).
UM assists leader: Gabriel (34).

Men's
NEW HAMPSHIRE
UMaine

Sunday, Sept. 29 @ Dartmouth
Invitational
UMaine

17 21, 30 33

DARTMOUTH 30 30

23

35

UM kills leader: Jordan (15).
UM digs leader: Sammons(20).
UM assists leader: Gabriel (38).
WOMEN'S SOCCER:
Saturday, Sept. 28 @ Alumni Field

Edward Caron
Ian Fraser
Matthew Ross

35
20

1st (25:46)
8th (26:28)
9th (26:37)

Women's
NEW HAMPSHIRE
UMaine

39
20

5th (19:50)
Kristen Vidlak
6th (19:57)
Miranda Szwec
Charlotte Howley 8th (20:03)

Volunteer.

NEIGHBOR

American Heart AM
Association‘F

CLASSIFIEDS
MISCELLANEOUS
for
Services
Legal
Free
Undergraduates consultation. Service of
Student Government. Office
hours: M-F 8AM-5PM or call
866-3033

FOR RENT
5 Room APT w/ parking.
$900 includes
utilities.
Rooms
to
rent-share
kitchen and bathroom. Call
469-7839.

WANTED: BABYSMER in my
Old Town home after school
Mon+Wed. Must have own
transprotation. Call Chris
# 8 2 7 - 5 4 6 4
cwashburn@adelphia.net
••••••••••••••••••

Room for Rent in a private
home. Walking distnace
from the University. $375 a
month. Everything inlcuded
Call 866-7888.
••••••••••• OOOOO ••

ROOMS FOR RENT/SHARE
HOUSE-$300-$350-iutils per
person. Quiet, no smokers
or parties. Bangor 945-5436

•••••••••••••••••• ••••••••• OOOOOO •••

HELP WANTED
Sigma
Alpha
Lambda,
National
Leadership &
Honors organization is
seeking students to assist in
starting a local chapter.
3.0GPA required, Contact
chapters®sligmaalphalambda.org

in
person at Stodder 7007 or visit our website:
Commons or call Ken 581- endlesssummertours.com
••••••••••••••••••
4622
Spring Break 2003 with STS,
111
•••••••••••••••••
Americas #1 Student Tour
Operator. Sell trips, earn
Free.
Travel
cash,
s
Information/Reservation
SOFA: 77in long 3 cushion
or
1-800-648-4849
sofa. Great Shape. #250 or
www.ststraveI.co m
best offer. Call 581-2821

FOR SALE

••••••••••••••••••

Free Meals, Weekends Off,
Fun Work Atmosphere,
Work Study and Non-Work
Study Positions available. A
variety of service positions
available with opportunities for advancement. Apply
in person at Stodder

••••••••••
2003! The
BREAK
SPRING
FREE
vacation.
ultimate
REPS
DRINKS!
FOOD, FREE
WANTED! Reserve online at
StudentCity.com or call
800-293-1445 for more
info!

•• OOOOOO

TRAVEL
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida, Texas! Campus Reps
Wanted! Best Prices, Free
Parties & Meals! 1-800-234-

••••••••••••••••••
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Women's soccer ends

skid with home win
By Jeff Mannix
Staff Reporter

CAMPUS PHOTO • Fr TINNEN1
College defender
Marist
a
University of Maine junior forward Kate Crawford dribbles past
an assist to help
and
in Saturday's 4-0 win by the Black Bears. Crawford notched two goals
her team stop a five-game losing streak.

The University of Maine
women's soccer team played at
home for the first time since Sept.
2 on Saturday when they hosted
the Marist College Red Foxes at
Alumni Field.
The Black Bears hadn't won a
game since that day in early
September, but that trend changed
Saturday as the Black Bears
exploded late in the half to pull
away and take a 4-0 win,
With the victory UMaine
improved to 3-5, while Marist
dropped to 1-6. Kate Crawford, a
junior forward from Sackville,
New Brunswick was the offensive
star of the game as she scored
twice and added an assist.
The Black Bears had trouble
getting going in the game as they
couldn't get any great shots on
goal at Marist's senior goalkeeper,
Mellanie Nei. The Black Bears'
few scoring chances didn't net
them a goal until 40 minutes into
the half.
Defender Allison Kelly
played a long ball to the 18 yard
line for Bar Harbor native
Maija Kaldro, who came off the
bench as a forward. The pass
split two Marist defenders and
the speedy Kaldro ran onto the
ball. She hit it with a slight

touch on her right foot and the
ball bent past Nei; inside the
near post to give the Black
Bears the lead.
UMaine had the offense
churning in the second half, but
Nei was able to keep the Black
Bears off the board for about 20
minutes in the half. UMaine then
pulled into high gear and put the
game away.
Crawford scored her first goal
much like Kaldro's. Erin Corey
played a through ball to the middie of the penalty area and
Crawford put it away at 67:59 into
the match.
Crawford put in her second just
1:39 later on an assist from freshman Heather Hathom. Crawford
returned the favor just 1:39 after
that when she assisted on
Hathom's third goal of the year.
Senior goalkeeper Naomi
Welsh was forced to make just one
save for her second solo shutout of
the year. She combined with
Tanya Adorn° for a shutout in the
opening game of the year, an 8-0
win over Canisius.
The Black Bears are off until
next Sunday when they will start
the bulk of the America East
Conference schedule. They will
Binghamton
take on the
University Bearcats next Sunday
at Alumni Field. The game begins
at noon.

The name has changed, but the
funding is still the same!
Planning an event?
Is your organization in need of funding?
Not sure where to go, Who to ask?

THE PROGRAM FUND
CAN HELP YOU--WITH OVER $702000 IN PROGRAM AND SERVICE FUNDS AVAILABLE
*These monies were made available to help meet the diverse social and cultural needs
of our student body
*These funds were set up to facilitate recognized student organizations in sponsoring
activities open to all students and held on campus
THE FIRST MEETING WILL BE ON
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1ST
AT 10:00 AM
WALKER ROOM, MEMORIAL UNION
Applications for funding are available in the following locations:
Deans of Students Office, 3rd Floor, Memorial Union
Campus Activities and Events(CAB)Office, 2nd Floor, Memorial Union
Student Organization & Leader Development Office, 2nd Floor, Memorial Union
Student Government, 1st Floor, Memorial Union
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15
Black Bear
fullback
John
Gelsomino
dives over
the top and
into the end
zone to
score
UMaine's
first touchdown of the
day during
Saturday's
31-14 win
over the
University
of Rhode
Island.
With the
win, the
Black Bears
remain
undefeated,
improving
to 5-0 on the
season.

CAMPUS PH010•j1,1.11-. ALIEN1101-1.

FOOTBALL

from page 16

Senior quarterback Jake Eaton
was outstanding again, combining
passing efficiency (16-21 for 183
yards with 2 touchdown passes)
with another unexpected rushing
performance. The Vermont native
carried the ball 14 times for 68
yards, mostly on set plays.
When asked whether the
passing game looked shaky, URI
coach Stowers said, "The catalyst of that Black Bear offense is

their senior quarterback. Eaton
is a senior and he made plays.
The [suspended] receivers [juniors Stefan Gomes and Paris

COLUMN

Minor] are good players, but I
bet if you'd ask their coach he
wouldn't trade two good
receivers for his senior quarterback."
With the exception of their first
series, the Black Bear passing
game looked fine even without
wide receivers Gornes and Minor.
The juniors were suspended by the
University of Maine and are no
longer members of the football
team.
In their place, sophomore
Christian Pereira and freshman
Ryan Waller stepped up. Pereira

hauled in 6 passes for 61 yards;
Waller matched his yardage total,
adding 4 catches.
Stowers was also impressed
with Steven Cooper.
-He is a great athlete, just one
heck of a football player. He gets
my vote for the defensive player of
the year," Stowers said.
Cooper had another dominant
performance, nine tackles and
three and a half sacks, to lead the
Atlantic 10 Conference's thirdranked defense, but he wasn't
alone. Sophomore strong safety
Brandon McGowan had nine

tackles, senior linebacker Rob
Kierstead had eight and senior
free safety David Cusano had
seven.The defensive line also was
active; Marcus Walton totaled five
tackles and registered one and a
half sacks while Pat Pa'u added
four tackles.
Sophomore running back
Marcus Williams also had an outstanding day,racking up 198 yards
on 25 carries for an average of 7.9
yards a carry. In addition, he broke
for a 39-yard touchdown run to
close out the scoring in the fourth
quarter.

taken seriously.
In the end these are my picks.
Miami will play Texas for the
National Championship with
Miami winning the game 34-18.
The Heisman award will not
be won by Ken Dorsey but by
Clarett or Grossman. As much as
I like Nebraska, even I will
admit that Dorsey was better
than Eric Crouch last year. This

year Dorsey has a bit more competition with players such as
Clarett, Grossman and Leftwich.
But between Clarett and
Grossman it all depends on how
the Buckeyes play out the rest of
their season. If they're able to
pull out a win against Michigan,
then the possibility of Heisman
votes swaying Clarett's way
seems very possible.

from page 16

notorious throughout his career for
blowing games. One case includes
last year's Big 12 Championship
game against Colorado, where
Simms dug Texas into a 20-point
hole, only to have Major
Applewhite come in and luck out at
the last moment.
Back to the topic of surprises,
the biggest surprise has been the
Fighting Irish of Notre Dame. Not

to say that Notre Dame was bad but
looking at their roster, outside of
Carlyle Holiday, nobody on the
Irish roster could have been considered a factor. Now with Tyrone
Willingham at the helm of the
Fighting Irish, the possibility of a
winning season looks possible. It
was the Irish's 21-17 win against
No. 14 Michigan that put them on
the national scene as a team to be

- SUM lert THOUSANDS!
Connecting with God, the University community and
eachother.
WORSHIP SERVICE 10am SUNDAYS
Keith Anderson Community Center, beside Orono Post
Office. Informed, relaxed and relevant!
866-2605 info @oronocc.org

WHY PAY

ore or oo .
Open Daily, 9AM to 7PM
01111111111
1205 Broadway, Bangor
st
0' SAVIOR
CMC IMP
-6078

1

SUSIE SAVER

HELP WANTED!
LABREE'S BAKERY
Part-time Janitors
Saturdays 7am-3:30pm
Basic Cleaning
Apply at 184 Gilman

Old Town

Falls Ave.

827-6121

of grocery items
and household
products at huge
savings over regular
supermarket prices!

• "YOUR FOOD FOR LESS STORE"

BRE
fo:
Rom
_AK
free Drinks
Meals
free
LOWeSt PTICCS:
Panics
free

Volleyball loses two at
Dartmouth Invitational
The University of Maine volleyball team dropped its fifth
consecutive match Sunday. losing 3-1 (17-30, 21-30, 30-23, 3335) to the host school at the
Dartmouth College Invitational.
First-year outside hitter Kaili
Jordan and sophomore setter
Carmen Gabriel were named to
the All-Tournament Team for
their efforts, despite the fact that
the Black Bears returned home
without a victory. UMaine
dropped to 4-11 on the season.
Jordan notched her second
straight double-double with 15
kills and 15 digs in the losing
effort. Senior defensive specialist Amber Sammons recorded a
season-high 20 digs and Gabriel
was solid all around with 18
digs, nine kills and a team-high
38 assists.
UMaine lost a 3-0(22-30, 2630, 33-35) match to Harvard
University during the first day of
the Dartmouth Invitational in
Hanover, N.H.
The Black Bears had a balanced offensive attack, led by
Jordan's 10 kills. Classmate
Leah Guidinger and sophomore
middle blocker Claire Poliquin
both chipped in with nine kills
and Sammons posted a seasonhigh eight kills.
Four UMaine players reached
double-digits in digs with
Guidinger's 17 leading the way.

Field hockey wins again,
shuts out Hofstra, 2-0
The Black Bear field hockey
team continued to roll over its
opponents Saturday, this time
defeating Hofstra University 2-0
in Hempstead, N.Y. UMaine
improved to 7-1 on the season,
shutting out the Pride (6-3) on
four saves from junior goalkeeper Colbey Smith.
Senior Jen Johnstone notched
a goal and an assist, with junior
Jana Ouellette scoring UMaine's
other goal. Seniors Tara Bedard
and Kim Leo assisted on
Johnstone's goal, which came
with 26 minutes remaining in the
first half.

Cross Country teams
finish second at UNH
University of Maine junior Ed
Caron finished first in the men's
cross country team's meet at the
University of New Hampshire.
but the team fell to the Wildcats
35-20. First-year runner Ian
Fraser and Matthew Ross placed
eighth and ninth respectively for
the Black Bears with times of
26:28 and 26:37.
The women's team also fell to
New Hampshire by a score of
39-20. First-year runner Kristen
Vidlak was the top UMaine
woman finisher, placing fifth
with a time of 19:50. Sophomore
Miranda Szwec was right behind
in sixth place (19:57) and teammate Charlotte Howley finished
eighth (20:03).
Compiledfrom staff reports.

Sports
Inside
college
football

The University of Maine women's soccer team
ended a five-game slide with a 4-0 win over
Marist College Saturday at Alumni Field.
See page 14 for the full story
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Suspensions mar football win

By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus
So far this year's college football season has seen many surprises. From the outstanding play of
Ohio State freshman running back
Maurice Clarett, who has helped
turn the Buckeye team with a 7-5
record to a possible National
Championship contender, to some
of the upsets of the year which
included Louisville's overtime
shocker against the 4th-ranked
Florida State team.
Anytime you talk about college
football the same two questions are
asked.The first one is, who will win
the Heisman Trophy?So far players
such as Clarett, University of
Florida quarterback Rex Grossman
and University of Miami quarterback Ken Dorsey are all front-runners for the award. But the one guy
who puts up the numbers,due to the
fact that his team plays lower tier
opponents, is Marshall quarterback
Byron Leftwich.
Leftwich, whose 6-foot 6-inch,
240 pound mold is similar to
Daunte
Viking
Minnesota
Culpepper, has led the Thundering
Herd to a 2-1 mark this season and,
in those three games, he has thrown
for 1,215 yards, which includes
back-to-back 400 yard passing performances.
One of those games was a loss
to Virginia Tech. Unlike Grossman,
Clarett and Dorsey, Leftwich is one
of the few offensive weapons
Marshall needs in order to win.
That should help his case but the
always famous "strength of schedule" factor will play in.
The second question is, who
will win the national championship? According to both the
Associated Press and USA
TodayfESPN poll, the three teams
that could win it are Miami,
Oklahoma and Texas. Miami obviously is the team to beat and despite
losing half their team to the NFL
Draft, it looks like Larry Coker's
team hasn't missed a beat.
Everyone knows how good
Oklahoma is. Bob Stoops, proteg6
and assistant coach under Steve
Spurrier at Florida, won the
National Championship in 2000
and even without the players he had
two years ago,such as Josh Heupel.
Quarterback Nate Hybl looks to
pick up where Heupel left off and
ride the Sooner Schooner into the
National Championship game.
Now this leads to a third question, can Chris Simms lead Texas to
the big game? Simms, the son of
great Phil Simms has been
Soo COLMAN ea pegs 11
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University of Maine senior linebacker Steven Cooper tackles University of Rhode
Morse Field.
one of his three and a half sacks of the day. The Black Bears defeated the Rams,31-14, in front of 7,034 fans at

Black Bears
roll over
URI, 31-14
By Ryan Waning
Staff Reporter
University of Rhode Island's
true freshman starting quarterback
Jayson Davis rushed for two
touchdowns, the second giving the
Rams an early 14-10 advantage.
However, it wasn't enough for
Rhode Island to topple the No. 3ranked Black Bears as UMaine
stopped the Rams 31-14 at Morse
Field on Saturday.
"When you're on the road
against the number three team in
the country as a freshman quarterback, you're going to have to learn
some tough lessons," Rhode Island
head coach Tim Stowers said after
the game.
Senior linebacker Steven
Cooper and senior quarterback
Jake Eaton were happy to help
Davis learn those lessons.
"I've got a guy on defense with
an `S' on his chest and a guy on
offense that's just about the same,"
UMaine head coach Jack
Cosgrove said of his standout seniors Eaton and Cooper. "A lot of
[Division] I-AA programs don't
have that. When times get tough,
these two guys have a magical
way about them of leading their
teammates and showing them the
way. I think today that surfaced
and that is why we're 5-0."
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The jerseys of University of Maine junior wide receivers Stefan Gomes(8) and Paris Minor
(9) hang on the bench during the Black Bears 31-14 win over Rhode Island Saturday. Gomes
and Minor were suspended from the university after allegations of sexual assault surfaced
involving the two players.
UMaine Board of Trustees and Richardson, a UMaine alumBy Eric Russell
Peter S. Hoff, claim- nus and former chairman of
President
Sports Editor
ing they were unfairly treated the Board of Trustees, is seekWhat began as the suspen- and denied due process of law ing a jury trial for Minor and
sion of two prominent after they were suspended Gomes in the hopes of overturning a decision by the
University of Maine football from school.
Attorney Harry Richardson, UMaine Student Conduct
players has turned into a legal
firestorm, rife with allegations of the Bangor-based law firm Code Committee.
The committee, made up of
of foul play and potential Richardson, Whitman, Large
& Badger, filed a lawsuit in university students, faculty
racial implications.
U.S. District Court in Bangor
Juniors Paris Minor and
See SOSPEUSIONS as pais 13
the players' behalf.
on
Stefan Gomes are suing the

